
Public Speaking Tip Sheet #3
Delivery Tips

The idea of speaking to a group of people makes nearly everyone nervous. During his 
standup routines Jerry Seinfeld used to joke, “According to most studies, people’s 
number one fear is public speaking. Death is number two. That means to the average 
person, if you have to go to a funeral, you’re better off in the casket than doing the 
eulogy.”1  Below are a few tips to help you get through the delivery of your presentation.

Tip 1: Look At Your Audience
Making eye contact with your audience might sound terrifying at first, but it is a crucial 
part of the public speaking process. Experts have discovered that eye contact increases 
your audience’s comprehension of information and level of interest in your speech. If 
you don’t think you can stand to look directly into their eyes try looking at their 
foreheads instead. This isn’t a perfect solution but it’ll help you until you get more 
comfortable looking them in the eye.

Tip 2: Don’t Read Your Speech
It is called public speaking and not public reading for a reason. As a speaker your job is 
to speak to us – from your memory or brief notes. There is nothing more boring than a 
speaker who never makes eye contact and reads word-for-word from notes. As 
audience members it makes us think, “Just give me a copy, I can read it myself.” 
Delivering a speech is like having a conversation with your audience. You wouldn’t read 
from a script if you were talking to your best friend, so don’t do it when speaking to your 
audience. Try to appear natural, relaxed, and warm when speaking.

Tip 3: Move Around the Space
Movement is good. You should plan out the moves you want to make ahead of time. 
Keep it simple. For short presentations, changing your position two or three times is 
usually enough. Movement can be used to show transition. As they finish one main idea 
and move to the next, speakers will commonly take a few steps to reinforce that they're 
moving on to a new idea. Using movement doesn't mean that you are constantly 
moving. You must stand still some. The idea is to change your position a few times 
throughout your speech and do so strategically. Movement also helps you burn off some 
of the excess energy that causes anxiety.

Tip 4: Visualize Yourself Succeeding
This one comes from Leon Fletcher’s book How to Design and Deliver a Speech2.  If 
you view yourself as a poor and ineffective speaker then you’re likely to be a poor and 
ineffective speaker. On the other hand, if you view yourself as an effective and capable 
speaker – you’ll greatly increase your chances of being an effective speaker. Never 
given a speech before? Imagine yourself standing confidently in front of the audience. 
Research has demonstrated the power of positive thinking. 



Tip 5: Think About What You’re Saying, Not What You’re Doing
Your message is what is most important. Focus on the subject at hand and the material 
you want to cover in your speech. Don’t think to yourself, “I can’t believe I’m doing this, 
they’re all looking at me, I’m so nervous!” This will only increase your anxiety. Keep your 
thoughts focused on the subject that you came to speak about and not the fact that you 
are speaking in public.

Tip 6: Avoid Distracting Nervous Habits
Bill Clinton wagged his bent index finger at us. We’ve all seen speakers click pens while 
talking. Men are notorious for playing with keys, coins, and other junk in their pockets. 
Your audience’s train of thought can be very easily derailed. Jingling jewelry, the clicking 
of a pen, and repetitive hand gestures all become communication barriers. Avoid these 
things at all cost. Don’t bring pens with you, make sure to empty your pockets, and 
avoid jingling jewelry. 

Tip 7: Relax and Breathe!
When you stand up in front of your audience get your notes in order, take a few 
moments to collect your thoughts, and take a couple of deep breaths before speaking. 
There are far more terrifying things you have and will experience in your life than 
speaking to a group for a few short minutes. What’s the worst that can happen? You 
won’t be effective? Somebody won’t understand? Your audience will be bored? So 
what! You’ll learn and do better the next time. While you do want to take speaking in 
public seriously you don’t want to have a nervous breakdown – so relax because you’re 
going to be great!
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